Robotic Rail Camera

Variety installation  Smart remote head  Convenient operation  Fast and stable

- **Remote head**: 360° continuous pan rotation, 270° continuous tilt action to cover the wide range production, and 90° continuous roll rotation.
- **Dolly**: max travel speed is 5m/sec. Both ends equipped with the automatic identification braking function. High switching speed between forward and rewind direction. Good and reliable performance without jitter in the high speed turn.
- **Rail**: linear and curve mode are supported in the stage. Curves and angles are customizable, even 360° surround rail is available. Rail length can be as long or short as needed, with a width of 30m.
- **Camera**: support Sony HDC-P1/HXC-P70. GV LDX Compact. ARRI ALEXA Mini. Panasonic AK-HC1800/1500. Ikegami HDL etc. And compact camera.

Control panel

Command hub for remote head, camera, lens, Dolly

- Camera parameter including WB, RGB, iris, pedestal level
- Easy to use by one person, deploy the mainstream pedal, joystick style
- Wire and wireless control
- Right or left handed version available
- Ergonomically-designed, using the high strength carbon fiber as the surface material